
Zeck Cherry-Stick Perch Fishing Spinning 
Rod Black Edition 2,10m 3-12g

Zeck Fishing

Product number: ZK-200416

The "Zeck Cherry-Stick Perch Rod Spinning Black 
Edition" combines elegant style with versatile 
functionality, ideal for passionate perch anglers who 
value precision and quality.

Weight: 0.096 kg
129,95 € * 129,95 €

Zeck Cherry-Stick perch rod spinning rod Black Edition - 
versatility and precision

Discover the Zeck Cherry-Stick perch rod spinning rod Black Edition, an exclusive series of spinning 
rods specially developed for perch fishing. This rod series impresses with its versatility, sensitivity and 
robustness.

Fishing techniques and waters of use

The Zeck Cherry-Stick perch rod spinning rod Black Edition is designed for a variety of fishing techniques. 
It is ideal for jigging, loafing and drop-shot fishing, especially for finesse fishing. These rods are ideal for 
fishing in a variety of waters - from small rivers and lakes to large bodies of water where long distance 
casting is required. Their versatility makes them the perfect companion for street fishing, bellyboat fishing 
and boat fishing.

Features:

Material: High-quality carbon fibre construction for optimum balance and sensitivity.
Design: Elegant, black colour scheme with unpolished blank surface.
Reel seat: Robust Fuji reel seat.
Handle: Ergonomic EVA handle.



Variants:

BE 210 | 12: Ideal for jigging and lazing smaller soft lures. Perfect for various finesse rigs and drop-
shot rigging.
BE 230 | 16: Universally applicable, particularly effective with soft baits up to 5 inches and finesse 
techniques.
BE 250 | 18: Perfect for long casts, even with light lures. Ideal for drop-shotting and flexible when 
jigging.
BE 250 | 30: Suitable for heavy lures and long distances, ideal for larger waters.

The Zeck Cherry-Stick Perch Rod Spinning Rod Black Edition is an excellent choice for anglers who value 
quality, versatility and precision. Whether you are a beginner or an experienced angler, this series offers the 
right model for everyone. Thanks to its adaptability to different fishing techniques and waters, coupled with 
its elegant design and high-quality materials, it is an investment that not only impresses with its functionality 
but also with its stylish appearance.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=5801ab18a76b25527be98857d9034f33

